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WaterField Debuts Travel-ready Bolt Crossbody Tablet and Laptop Bag
Published on 05/04/17
California based WaterField Designs today debuts the Bolt Crossbody, a slim-profile
vertical laptop bag. Perfect for commuters, professionals and adventure seekers alike,
WaterField's new Bolt Crossbody vertical laptop bag keeps gear safe and quickly
accessible. Available in three sizes to fit Macbooks, iPads and other devices, each Bolt
includes a built-in, padded laptop-tablet sleeve, an Apple Pencil slot and a host of
pockets to keep work and travel tools handy and protected.
San Francisco, California - WaterField Designs, a San Francisco designer and manufacturer
of custom laptop sleeves, bags and device-specific cases, debuts the slim-profile Bolt
Crossbody vertical laptop bag. Available in three sizes to fit Macbooks, iPads and other
devices, each Bolt includes a padded laptop compartment and a mix of functional pockets.
Like bags long-popular in Asia and Europe, the compact Bolt Crossbody provides a
convenient and handsome carry for commuters, professionals and adventure seekers alike.
"You're likely to carry your laptop or iPad and some essentials everywhere you go, whether
you're a professional or a leisure traveler," explained Gary Waterfield, company founder.
"The svelte Crossbody safely holds your valuables while keeping frequently-used items at
the ready. And, it's so comfortable that you can wear it all day."
The Bolt Crossbody Laptop bag easily holds a day's necessities " Macbook or iPad, water
bottle, wallet and travel documents. An extra wide, zippered opening allows easy access to
the main compartment that houses a padded laptop sleeve, and simple pockets to keep the
Apple Pencil and smaller items easily accessible. A premium leather flap closes with a
silent magnetic snap over an expandable front pocket. Inside, a hidden scratch-free
Ultrasuede(R) hutch cradles the iPhone 7 or a similarly-sized smartphone.
For frequently-used items, a body-side pocket closes with a self-locking zipper for added
security. The Crossbody's gold, water-resistant lining boosts visibility of bag contents.
An adjustable shoulder strap can be worn diagonally or off one shoulder, and a rear grab
handle comes in handy for retrieving the Bolt from overhead bins or the trunk of a car.
Because of its shape and wide zippered access"even when filled to capacity"the bag remains
lean and comfortable to carry.
The Crossbody's universal style fits with professionals and travelers of all ages. Offered
in rugged black ballistic nylon or tan waxed canvas, each with full-grain leather
highlights, the Bolt Crossbody is meticulously crafted and built to last. The comfortable
Bolt hangs naturally and its clean design complements any look. Three compact sizes
provide unrestricted motion yet contain ample space. The Bolt Crossbody joins other
hard-wearing, stylish bags in the Bolt Collection: the Brief, the Duffel and the Backpack.
The Bolt Crossbody:
Small: $199.
Dimensions: 11 x 9.25 x 2.25 inches; 1.35 lbs.
Fits 10-inch iPad, most tablets
Medium: $209.
Dimensions: 12.5 x 11 x 2.25 inches; 1.65 lbs.
Fits 12-inch MacBook, 13-inch MacBook Pro (2016), Microsoft Surface Laptop, Surface Pro 4.
Large: $219.
Dimensions: 14.25 x 12 x 2.25 inches; 1.85 lbs.
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Fits 13-inch MacBook Air, 15-inch MacBook Pro (2016), Surface Book.
Colors: Tan waxed canvas or black ballistic nylon with naturally-tanned, full-grain
grizzly, chocolate or black leather flap and details.
Pre-order now. Shipping begins by May 26, 2017.
WaterField Designs:
http://www.sfbags.com/
Bolt Crossbody Laptop Bag:
https://www.sfbags.com/products/bolt-crossbody-laptop-bag
YouTube Video (Demo):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jlOssGXhKuM
Screenshot:
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0281/2796/products/Bolt-Crossbody-canvas-grizzly-threequarter_1024x1024.jpg?v=1493844505

WaterField Designs is an innovative San Francisco designer and manufacturer of bags and
cases for tech-savvy consumers who want to stylishly and responsibly transport their
technology. WaterField manufactures custom-fitted, high-quality cases and bags for a
full-range of laptop computers, smartphones, tablets, gaming devices and other digital
gear. All products are manufactured to exacting standards entirely in San Francisco. More
information at "Our Story." WaterField Designs, SFBags and Bolt Crossbody bag are
trademarks of WaterField Designs. (C) 2017. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo and
MacBook are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other
trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of their respective owners.
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